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The Peter Cane Prize for Legal Reasoning by an Aspiring Lawyer 2023 
 

The Legal Reasoning Prize for 2023 is about property law. Section 1 of this document contains a 
hypothetical case. Section 2 contains the applicable law. Section 3 contains the question.  

 

1. Hypothetical case 
 

Aparna owns a large farm. Since 2015, her niece Freya has helped in the running of the farming 
business. For the first few months this was on a voluntary basis but after seeing how helpful Freya 
could be Aparna offered to pay Freya £10 an hour. Freya always admired Aparna’s strength of 
character, especially in the wake of several family tragedies, including the recent death of Aparna’s 
brother—Freya was happy to help out however she could.  

In early 2016, Aparna invited Freya to move into a small, run-down cottage on the corner of the farm 
and live there rent-free. ‘This way you’ll be close to work—and your favourite aunty’, Aparna 
explained. Freya gratefully accepted the offer. In late 2016, the following conversation occurred: 

Aparna: Is this “influencer” thing of yours really worth it? It takes up so much of your time. 

Freya: It does, but my followers on Instagram love seeing what it’s like to live on a farm. 
I’ve attracted a lot more advertisers since I moved into the cute cottage!  

Aparna: That’s great, but I think you should focus on your life on the farm. I want you to be 
ready when the time comes.  

Freya: What time is that? I start university next year. 

Aparna: I’m not sure you’ll need to go. I live alone, have no kids, my brother is gone—who 
else is going to inherit the farm? Whoever inherits the farm must know how to run it. I’ve 
been training you since 2015. 

A few days later, Freya turned down her place at university and rejected several lucrative advertising 
deals as an influencer. She tirelessly dedicated herself to the farm. In early 2019, Aparna casually 
suggested that Freya ‘fix up’ the cottage, ‘especially since it’s basically been your home since 2016’. 
Over the next few years, Freya spent £5000 repairing and improving the cottage. 

In early 2022, Aparna became very ill and was told that she only had a year or so to live. She told 
Freya that her help was no longer needed: Aparna had found someone who wanted to buy the farm 
and the related farming business for £5.5 million. Aparna will donate the sale proceeds to charity. 

Freya is devastated. The following conversation occurs. 

Freya: How could you do this to me? I gave up my place at university. I neglected my 
Instagram career: I bet I could have made more than £35,000 a year, had I focused on it. 
Plus I spent £5000 fixing up the cottage and spent a year working on the farm – all because 
you told me I would inherit it!  

Aparna: What are you talking about? I gave you your very first job, I’ve paid you a salary, 
and I’ve let you live in the cottage rent-free. I’m grateful for all your help, and that you fixed 
up the cottage, but this was all your decision. I’m still the owner: I decide what happens to 
the farm while I live, and after I die.  
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Freya: If you don’t want the farm anymore, you should give it to me like you promised. 
Either transfer it to me, or sell it and give me the sale proceeds. At the least, you should let 
me stay in the cottage and do something about everything I’ve lost because of this. You led 
me to believe it would all be mine one day. 

2. Applicable law 

Situations like that raised by the hypothetical case are commonly resolved using the law of 
‘proprietary estoppel’. For our purposes, we will assume that the Proprietary Estoppel Act 2023 
applies.1 This Act contains the following provisions: 

Section 1: Objects of Act 

(1) (Objects) The object of this Act is to declare the law of proprietary estoppel and provide 
a statutory scheme by which:  
(a) courts can ameliorate or prevent the detriment that would be suffered by persons 

who change their position in reliance on the assurance of another; and 
(b) persons can be prevented from insisting upon their strict legal rights when it is 

unconscientious for them to do so. 
(2) (Saving) Subject to this Act, the law of proprietary estoppel remains in force. 

 

Section 2: Establishing a claim under this Act 

(1) (Elements) A person (‘the claimant’) establishes a claim under this section if: 

(a) (assurance) another person (‘the defendant’) made an assurance to the claimant; 

(b) (reliance) the claimant reasonably relied upon that assurance;  

(d) (repudiation) the defendant has repudiated, or is about to repudiate, the 
defendant’s assurance; and 

(c) (detriment) by reason of the claimant’s reliance, the claimant has suffered or will 
suffer detriment if the defendant is permitted to repudiate the assurance. 

(2) (Definitions) For the purpose of this Act: 
 

(a) the defendant makes an ‘assurance’ if:  

(i) the defendant made a representation or promise to the claimant that the 
claimant had or would acquire an interest in the defendant’s land; or 
(ii) the defendant knew that the claimant held a mistaken belief that the 
claimant had an interest in the defendant’s land and the defendant 
unreasonably failed to correct that belief; 
 

(b) a claimant has ‘relied’ upon an assurance if the assurance caused the claimant to 
act or abstain from acting in a particular manner;  

(c) ‘detriment’ includes the expenditure of money;  

(d) ‘repudiation’ means that the defendant has, by words or conduct, manifested an 
intention that the defendant will no longer act consistently with assurance. 

Section 3: Remedies  

(1) (Discretionary power to grant relief) If a claim is established under this Act:  
 

                                                 
1 This legislation is fictitious.  
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(a) a court may, in its discretion, make such orders as it thinks just and appropriate in the 
circumstances, including the orders set out in sub-section (3); and 

(b) such orders may be granted subject to such conditions as the court thinks are just and 
appropriate in the circumstances. 
 
 
 
 

(2) (Purpose of remedy) If a claim is established under this Act, the purpose of granting 
relief under this Act is to deal with the unconscionability of the defendant’s actual or 
anticipated repudiation of the assurance.  
 

(3) (Orders) A court may order, among other things, that: 
(a) the defendant pay compensation to the claimant assessed: 

(i) by reference to the value of the assurance; or 
(ii) by reference to the value of detriment sustained by the claimant. 
 

(b) the defendant render an account of profits obtained from the land; 
(c) the defendant transfer ownership of land to the claimant; 
(d) the defendant grant a lease of land to the claimant; 
(e) the defendant subdivide land; 
(f) the defendant be restrained from dealing with the land in a specified way for a 

specified time;  
(g) the claimant is entitled to a security interest in the land by way of equitable 

charge. 
 

(4) (Exercise of discretion) In making orders under this section, the Court must take into 
account the following factors: 
 

(a) (prima facie entitlement) the Court is entitled to assume that the simplest way to 
remedy the unconscionability of a defendant’s actual or anticipated repudiation of 
the assurance will be to require the defendant to act consistently with the assurance; 

(b) (nature) the nature of the land; 
(c) (relationship) the conduct of, and relationship between, the claimant and defendant; 
(d) (proportionality) the proportionality or disproportionality between: 

(i) the order (or orders) sought by the claimant and 
(ii) the detriment sustained by the claimant; 
 

(e) (third parties) the interests, if any, of third parties in respect of the land; 
(f) (clean break) the need for a clean break between the parties; and 
(g) (other factors) any other factors that, having regard to the purpose of this Act, ought 

to be taken into account by the court in exercising the powers granted by this Act. 
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3. Question 

Explain what the Proprietary Estoppel Act 2022 (‘the Act’) means for Freya, considering the 
following questions in particular.  
 

1. In light of section 2 of the Act, how likely is it that Freya will have a claim against Aparna?  
 

2. Assume Freya establishes a claim against Aparna. In light of section 3 of the Act, what 
orders is a court likely to make in this case? 
 

3. Do you agree with the likely outcomes in questions (1) and (2)? Critically discuss the 
advantages and disadvantages of our legal system having a set of principles like those 
contained in the Act.  

When answering questions (1) and (2), provide reasons for your answer and be sure to evaluate the 
strengths and weaknesses of the arguments that Freya or Aparna might make. The foregoing questions 
can be answered from the material provided and the application of sufficient thought, but research is 
welcomed. For example, a vast collection of reports of cases decided by the UK courts is available at 
www.bailii.org and many local libraries have textbooks on property law. 

http://www.bailii.org/

